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ABSTRACT
Objective: As a humor theme, we present a new angle on how a small sample of Japanese university students viewed Haruko 

Obokata's behavior and her two reports of the so-called 'STAP cell' (2014), first published in the Nature and subsequently 
retracted.

Methods: 28 sophomore students (26 men and 2 women, aged 19-20 years) of the Gifu University participated in a class exer-
cise on one minute speech in English, during the spring 2017 semester. All were asked to deliver their speech on the same theme- 
'Obokata Haruko and STAP cells'. Prepared texts by the students were collected and the contents were analyzed for the pres-
ence of humor.

Results: Approximately, 100 English words can be spoken in a minute at normal speed. Ten among the 28 short speech 
scripts collected from the students had varying shades of humor mixed in the text. All 10 were by men students. Four among the 
ten scripts, made reference to Obokata's audacious, chutzpah phrase in Japanese [STAP細胞はあります i.e., STAP cells exist] to 
the TV medium.

Conclusion: The humor vein of Japanese university students deserve respect and need to be studied in detail. Whether funds 
will be made available for such studies by any recognized agencies in Japan, on uncomfortable sexist topics like Haruko 
Obokata seems dubious.
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INTRODUCTION

Haruko Obokata (b. 1983), a young photogenic research unit leader 
at the RIKEN center for developmental biology at Kobe, Japan, became 
a household name in Japan in January 2014, for publishing two first-au-
thored papers in the Nature journal (Fig.1). Thus, she received attention 
as the rikejo (literally translated as 'woman of science' of new genera-
tion1-3). Sadly, by July 2014, those two Nature papers were retracted on 
evidence of research fraud4,5). (Fig. 2) Attempts to replicate the findings 
on what the team lead by Obokata addressed as 'stimulus triggered 
acquisition of pluripotency' (STAP) cells by other researchers turned out 
to be fruitless6-12). Yoshiki Sasai (1962-2014), one of Obokata's mentors 
and a co-author of the two retracted papers, committed suicide in 
August 20148,13). Though Obokata resigned her RIKEN position in 
December 2014, the institution terminated her appointment with a disci-
plinary discharge in Feb. 201514). Subsequently, couple of studies were 
published on the public response to what was tagged as 'Obokata scan-
dal' or 'Obokata affair' by the social media in Japan15,16).

On Mar 25, 2016, Obokata set up her own website 'STAP HOPE 
PAGE' https://stap-hope-page.com/) In the introduction to her website, 
Obokata presented the following message:

"First of all, I would like to express my deep remorse and heartfelt 
apology over the STAP papers which were published in Nature in 2014. 
I feel a strong sense of responsibility for the STAP papers, and, as a sci-
entist, I am ashamed of my careless mistakes.

My goal in starting this webpage is to provide the information to the 
scientific community that may allow for solid proof of the production of 

STAP cells to be achieved. Therefore, I am openly providing my proto-
cols for creating STAP cells, in the hopes that another scientist will be 
able to bring them to reality.

I am still under medical treatment for mental and physical depres-
sion from this incident. For this reason, I will be gradually updating the 
information here about STAP.

It is my sincere wish that STAP cell progress research will someday 
rightfully return to the forefront of scientific publications, so that we all 
may benefit."

In this short communication, as a humor theme, we present a new 
angle on how a small sample of Japanese university students viewed 
Haruko Obokata's behavior and her report of the so-called 'STAP cell'.

METHOD

28 sophomore students (26 men and 2 women, aged 19-20 years) of 
the Gifu University participated in a class exercise on one minute 
speech in English, during the spring 2017 semester. All were asked to 
deliver their speech on the same theme- 'Obokata Haruko and STAP 
cells'. Prepared texts by the students were collected and the contents 
were analyzed for the presence of humor.

RESULTS

Ten among the 28 short speech scripts collected from the students 
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had varying shades of humor mixed in the text. All 10 were prepared by 
male students. We have masked the identity by initials and present 
below their texts without deletions. The total number of words are indi-
cated within parenthesis at the end.

AY: "I'll prove STAP cell by an anagram. OBOKATA HARUKO. 
She is a 'Miss'. So, MISS OBOKATA HARUKO. She made a 'mis(s)-
take'. I looked for a book about her at the library. But I couldn't find it. 
So, I omit alphabets 'B, O, O, K' for book. This results in MISS ATA 
HARUKO. Next, I scramble the letters. STAH---ARIMASU. But, I don't 
like H. I like P!! I replace H with P. I'm surprised! Anagram wise, her 
name proved STAP cell! So, 'there is a STAP cell'." (86)

IK: "I'm going to speak about people whom I dislike. When I was a 
child, I lent my game software to my friend. But, it was not returned 
even after 13 years. When I was a high school student, someone stole 
my umbrella. It was my favorite one, and cost 3,000 yen. I dislike steal-
ing. On the other hand, Obokata Haruko discovered STAP cells, but she 
was a liar. 'Lying is the beginning to stealing.' So, I dislike Obakata." 
(78)

IT: "She is called a legend of science in the society. She made the 
word, 'rikejo' (理け女) popular. She also created the phrase 'STAP細胞
はあります'. Quickly, she became famous. But she was called a liar. I 
believe her, and I believe that she will never give up, and someday she'll 
create real STAP cell. I like her. I want her to be happy. I will make 
STAP cell, and make her happy." (81)

OM: "Obokata Haruko is a female. In other words, Obokata Haruko 
is a lady. So, Obokata Haruko is a woman. She is a scientist. Her style 
was to wear, Japanese style cooking apron, kappogi, when working in 
research bench. She insisted to find STAP cell, but her research paper 
was flagged for cheating. My dream is to make STAP cell with Obokata 
Haruko." (62)

OY: "People would think that Ms. Obokata is a cheat or a worse 
person. Of course, I think that what she did is not acceptable. However, 
research is not always accurate. There are many things that go wrong. 
Her research is only one of many. But, she was blamed too much by the 
society. In addition to this case, recent trends in Japan is to hit at bad 
things. I want to ask, have you never sinned or bothered others?" (79)

TK: "Obokata Haruko became very famous in Japan, for STAP cell 

discovery. Haruko seemed to succeed in making STAP cell more than 
200 times. However, she received terrible criticism and has been 
exhausted mentally and physically. Therefore, she talked with Setouchi 
Jakucho. Setouchi advised her, that it is important 'to laugh', and have a 
motto 'love that I live for'. And she loves meal, alcoholic drink, and 
men, especially 'Exile' group. After all, Obokata Haruko is a respectful 
human." (78)

TY: "I never forgive anyone for criticizing Obokata. I love her. I 
respect her!! It is beyond respect! She is a God. Because, she found the 
STAP cell. But her discovery has been thwarted. She is a heroine of 
tragedy. If there is STAP cell, fifty years from now, I will be seventy, 
but my body is kept in 30s body form by the STAP cell, thanks to 
Haruko. So, I can fight zombies, with her!! Even if my brain is decayed, 
by STAP cells, my brain becomes healthy. Without Haruko, this world 
will die. I believe her." (97)

NK: "I think that Obokata Haruko is an alien visitor. She said, 
'There is the STAP cell' in the interview, but she was able to make it 
without a protocol. People say that she is a liar, but I don't think so. She 
succeeded to make the STAP cell in the alien world. However, she was 
displaced to this world, where there is no STAP cell, due to the evil 
organization. So, she is indeed a victim. She isn't a liar, I think so." (83)

HK: "Obokata's breakthrough became famous. But, she couldn't 
prove it right. So, it became a plagiarism case. Then, she had a mental 
collapse. It is not only her, but her family too suffered. Her family aban-
doned her, due to this problem. For a change, Haruko did cosmetic sur-
gery. So, she become beautiful." (51)

MH: "I'll speak about Obokata, 50 years from now. Obokata is 83 
years old. But she is so beautiful, very, very beautiful. Because she use 
STAP cells. She had proven STAP cells existence by herself. May be, 
she will live even 200 years. When she dies, she will say, 'STAP細胞は
あります'." (57)

Table 1 provides the punchlines of each of the student scripts, and 
each differ from others. Among the ten scripts studied, we couldn't iden-
tify a single one which belonged to the category of either derogatory or 
cynical humor.

DISCUSSION

Positive links to humor and human health have received much 
attention lately17,18). The use and perception of humor by university stu-
dents have also been reported previously from countries such as USA19), 
China20,21), Singapore22), Turkey23), Saudi Arabia24), Israel25) and 
Germany26). Derisive humor by the medical students in USA at the 
expense of patients have also gained attention27,28).

Methodology used for data collection in many of these studies 
belonged to questionnaire survey format. To the best of our knowledge, 
such empirical studies on Japanese university students are lacking so 
far. As such, we present this report, albeit small in scope, on which 
Japanese students were able to script their own version of humor on a 
single theme and expressing them in a class room setting.

Approximately, 100 English words can be spoken in a minute at 
normal speed. It is of interest that all the speech scripts presented above 

Table 1. Punchlines on Obokata and her 'STAP cell' from the 1 
min speech scripts

Student Punchline

AY 'There is a STAP cell'.
IK 'I dislike Obokata'.
IT 'I will make STAP cell and make her happy'.
OM My dream is to make STAP cell with Obokata Haruko'.
OY 'Have you never sinned or bothered others?'
TK 'After all, Obokata Haruko is a respectful human'.
TY 'Without Haruko, this world will die. I believe her'.
NK 'Obokata Haruko is an alien visitor...She isn't a liar, I think  
 so'.
HK 'For a change, Haruko did cosmetic surgery. So, she  
 become beautiful'.
MH 'She will live even 200 years. When she dies, she will say  
 'STAP細胞はあります'.

Fig.1. Cover page of journalist Momoko Suda's book in Japanese, 
'Netsuzono Kagakusha STAP saibo jiken' (2015; translated 
title 'Fabricating Scientists of STAP cell Affair'). Three princi-
pal scientists are shown in the photo: from left to right, Haruko Obokata, 
Yoshiki Sasai and Teruhiko Wakayama.
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incorporated varying shades of humor on Haruko Obokata's personality, 
within 100 words. Four among the ten humor scripts, made reference to 
Obokata's audacious, chutzpah phrase in Japanese [STAP細胞はありま
す i.e., STAP cells exist] to the TV medium. Two students poked fun on 
the promotional line of the RIKEN research team that STAP cells used 
in regeneration medicine could help humans in sustaining beauty, even 

in advancing years. One student repeated Obokata's hyperbole in the TV 
interview that she had replicated the STAP experiments 200 times!29)

One notable demerit in this study sample was the disproportionate 
percent of male students. As such, we were unable to assess how young 
women had viewed the accusation of Haruko Obokata's behavior in 
research misconduct. Two women students in the sample distanced 
themselves from their male peers in using either Ms. Obokata or STAP 
cell as humor topics. Their critical opinions on Ms. Obokata's mentors 
at the Waseda University and at the RIKEN were as follows:

IM: "Obokata Haruko researched on STAP cells. She lost a doctor 
degree from the Waseda University, because her papers were judged as 
misconduct. I think, not only she was bad, but people around her were 
bad too. She had to resign from the RIKEN. As a result, there are bad 
people who continue to work in this problem. And there is still such 
injustice all over the world." (67)

SA: "When I heard the STAP news, I thought we have to look at the 
totality of news, reported by mass media. I think not her, but many of 
her mentors have responsibility for this problem. But, mass media 
focused on her as the fall person, and hid many things. Waseda 
University allowed her to graduate with PhD, and many who guided her 
there, condoned it. So, worst problem is this fact for Japanese science." 
(74)

CONCLUSION

Our conclusion is that the humor vein of Japanese university stu-
dents deserve respect and need to be studied in detail. Whether funds 
will be made available for such studies by any recognized agencies in 
Japan, on uncomfortable sexist topics like Haruko Obokata seems dubi-
ous.
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